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Executive Summary 

Since June 2009 when the auto industry hit bottom, the U.S. auto industry has grown by 
236,600 jobs.  Manufacturing of motor vehicles and parts has grown by 165,100 jobs, or 26.4 
percent.  Another 71,500 jobs have been added at U.S. auto dealerships. Automakers, their 
suppliers and their dealers are now looking ahead to a brighter future after the dark days of the 
recession.   

 

 

Part of that brighter future is due to manufacturers investing in innovative technologies to 
prepare their vehicle fleets for increased fuel efficiency standards. Model year 2012 is the first 
year of a long-term federal program that requires a sales-weighted average of the equivalent of 
35.5 mpg by 2016. Final rules expected in mid-August will raise the standards even higher to 
the equivalent of 54.5 mpg by 2025. 
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These stronger fuel-efficiency standards, first adopted in a bi-partisan bill passed in Congress in 
2007, have provided the certainty automakers and suppliers require to invest in the fuel-
efficient technologies that consumers are now demanding in the U.S. and worldwide.  

More than 25 percent of total U.S. job growth in the auto sector since June, 2009 is 
concentrated is just three states – Michigan, Ohio and Indiana.  For decades, these states have 
been at the center of U.S. auto manufacturing.  Workers, companies and taxpayers in the 
Midwest are now benefiting from a resurgence of auto-related innovation and investment.  As 
of June 2009, collectively, the three states saw an increase of 66,300 jobs, for a gain of 30.2 
percent since the low point in June 2009.1  

Michigan has seen the largest increase, adding 35,200 jobs for gain of 33.7 percent.  Indiana’s 
auto manufacturing grew by 19,800 jobs for a gain of 39.8 percent.  Finally, Ohio’s auto sector 
also is seeing robust growth with 11,300 jobs added for a gain of 17.4 percent since the 
economic low point of June 2009. 

State 
Auto Job Growth 
Since June 2009 

Job Gain 
Since June 2009 

Percent of New 
Jobs Added Since 

June 2009 

Michigan 35,200 33.7% 49.5% 
Ohio 11,300 17.4% 24.9% 
Indiana 19,800 39.8% 34.2% 

While the national employment numbers are an indicator of the auto industry’s overall 
recovery, it’s also clear that the higher fuel efficiency performance is a major contributing 
factor to its revitalization for the following reasons: 

 More technology means more jobs. Vehicles in every segment are becoming more fuel 
efficient, thanks to a host of new gas-sipping technologies that add content to 
traditional powertrains and introduce a wider diversity of technology and materials. A 
closer examination of recent announcements (as documented in this report) shows a 
consistent pattern that new investments are being driven in large part by fuel-efficient 
technologies and factories retooling at a more rapid pace. These technologies include 
many high-volume products that target improvements to conventional gasoline vehicles 
in all segments, ranging from 8-speed transmissions, to turbochargers, to electric power 
steering and light-weight steel.   
 

 Higher fuel efficiency means higher sales which also lead to more jobs. With fuel 
efficiency at the top of current customers’ criteria, new fuel-efficient technologies are 
coming to market just in time to meet surging consumer demand. The result is higher 
sales, according to auto dealers themselves, as consumers have a compelling reason to 

                                                           
1
 As of the publication date of this report, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has not published date at the state level 

for July 2009 so we rely upon the most recent data. See DrivingGrowth.org for the most recent data and analysis. 
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upgrade. Upfront innovation to meet these standards also better positions automakers 
and consumers to respond to rising or volatile gas prices.  Earlier gas price shocks left 
consumers and automakers flatfooted.  But when gas prices peaked in 2012, 
automakers were ready, with fuel-efficient models boosting sales and providing relief to 
consumers at the pump.  
 

 Stronger standards mean more “onshoring” of the production of fuel-efficiency 
components. Stronger U.S. standards means higher volumes of fuel-efficiency 
components and advanced vehicles that otherwise would be built overseas, since higher 
volumes justify producing locally. Examples of this onshoring trend are Toyota and 
Honda bringing hybrid production to Indiana, and Ford beginning to produce hybrid 
transmissions in Michigan, instead of purchasing from Japan. 
 

Existing fuel-efficiency standards are already working to cut drivers’ fuel bills, create thousands 
of new jobs, and reduce dangerous air pollution.  The next round of standards will continue this 
progress by allowing manufacturers throughout the auto supply chain to gain certainty about 
what innovative and efficiency-boosting products they should invest in.  America no longer has 
to cede fuel-sipping technological manufacturing to the European and Japanese markets, as 
America becomes both a source and a market for those innovations itself.   
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Fuel-Efficiency Driving Growth in Sales and Jobs 

The existing fuel efficiency standards for model years 2012-16 are working and in fact, are 
exceeding expectations. These standards are doing exactly what they are supposed to do: 
reducing fuel consumption, curbing pollution, saving consumers money, and delivering the fuel-
efficient cars and trucks that consumers clearly want. A May 2012 Consumer Reports survey 
showed that fuel efficiency is by far the #1 concern for prospective auto buyers.2 

Based on the year-to-date sales data from model year 2012 (October 2011 to June 2012) as 
tracked by the University of Michigan, the U.S. fleet fuel efficiency average is poised to exceed 
government regulators’ predictions of a fleet wide average of 23.4 mpg for model year 2012.3 

As a result, fuel economy, sales, and jobs are all on the rise in the auto industry: 

 The first half of 2012 set the record for the highest-ever fuel efficiency for new 
passenger vehicles at 23.8 mpg, up 1.1 mpg from the same period from 2011.4  

 The projected new auto sales figure for 2012 is 14.1 million units, up a strong 1.4 million 
vehicles over 2011.5 

 And since June 2009 when the auto industry hit bottom, the U.S. auto industry has 
grown by 236,600 jobs, adding 165,100 jobs in motor vehicle and parts manufacturing 
and 71,500 jobs in auto dealerships.6 

According to Automotive News, the new crop of fuel efficient vehicles is the key driver of the 
2012 increase in sales:  

The changeover to high-mpg models, in all segments is the key market driver this year. 
Dealers say it has been the release valve on pent-up demand as fuel prices soared.  

(“More MPG –ASAP,” Automotive News, 6/11/12) 
 
 

                                                           
2
 Consumers Report, “High gas prices motivate drivers to change direction”, May 2012. 

3 Baum,”Summer 2012 Fuel Economy Analysis”, Baum & Associates, July 2012. 
4
 Baum 2012. 

5
 Stoddard, “July U.S. Sales Exceed a Year Ago, but Miss Expectations” WardsAuto, August 1, 2012. 

6
 NRDC analysis based on data from Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

http://www.autonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120611/RETAIL07/306119943/1182
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Source:  Baum, “Summer 2012 Fuel Economy Analysis”, Baum & Associates July 2012. 

 
 

Source: Data from WardsAuto 

There are now significantly more fuel-efficient vehicle choices of all sizes for consumers. The 
number of high fuel efficiency, high volume vehicle models has more than doubled since 2009, 
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from 28 to 60, according to an analysis by auto industry forecasters Baum and Associates.7 
These include fuel-efficient models of small cars, midsize cars, and crossovers (CUVs).  

According to the Baum and Associates analysis, the country reached this record mile-per-gallon 
(MPG) level without relying on higher small car sales. This marks a significant shift from a 
pattern going back to the 1973 Arab oil embargo, where similar gains were achieved but only 
when consumers moved to smaller vehicles in the face of higher gas prices. Indeed the new 
standards are deliberately structured to ensure improved fuel efficiency across all types and 
sizes of vehicles – not just in small cars - ensuring consumers have fuel saving options no matter 
what type of vehicle they need. 

Fuel-Efficiency Standards Provide Investment Certainty 

Setting strong fuel efficiency standards has given manufacturers throughout the auto supply 
chain the certainty to make investments in innovative and efficiency-boosting products.  The 
United States no longer has to cede fuel-sipping technological manufacturing expertise to the 
European and Japanese markets, as the U.S. becomes both a source and a market for these 
innovations.   

According to Automotive News: 

Many automakers believe that the work they've done since the last big price surge, and in 
anticipation of higher government fuel-economy standards, leaves them better prepared this 
time, with stables of more competitive small cars and crossovers. 

(“Buyers Move Towards Fuel Economy", Automotive News, 3/14/11) 

In the words of one manufacturer, DENSO, that recently “on-shored” production of engine 
stop/start technology:  

As U.S. automakers look to meet the upcoming fuel requirements, consumers will see more 
vehicles equipped with stop/start technology. 

(“DENSO Manufacturing Tennessee Ramps-Up Production for 
Stop/start Starters” PR Newswire, May 18, 2012) 

 
As noted by global auto parts supplier BorgWarner, fuel efficiency standards play an important 
role in driving their investments and business (see http://www.drivinggrowth.org/):  

“The fact that we have increasing regulations, increasing fuel prices in the U.S. and 
elsewhere, it has to drive new technology.” 

 -Eric Sandstrom, director of product strategy for BorgWarner’s 
DualTronic and Clutch Systems Group 
 

                                                           
7
 Baum 2012. 

http://www.drivinggrowth.org/summer-2012-fuel-economy-analysis/
http://www.autonews.com/article/20110314/RETAIL07/303149972/1135
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“The customers [car and truck manufacturers] are demanding products that we provide 
that allow them to meet the fuel economy requirements they’ve been given by the 
government and the driving population as well.”  

-Tom Grissom, Director of Business Development for BorgWarner 
Turbo Systems 

 

Fuel Efficiency Means More Innovation, More Technology and More Jobs 

Already in 2011, more than 500 facilities located in 43 states and the District of Columbia 
manufactured components and technology that contribute to increased fuel efficiency.  As 
shown in a recent report by UAW, NRDC and NWF called Supplying Ingenuity, these companies 
employ more than 150,000 workers directly and support hundreds of thousands of other jobs 
indirectly.8 Not only do these jobs increase as the market for fuel efficient technology grows, 
but auto jobs across the industry are preserved and increased as the industry becomes more 
innovative and competitive. 

And as this report demonstrates in the state specific sections below, there is a consistent 
pattern that new investments are being driven in large part by fuel-efficient technologies. 
These technologies include many high volume product that target improvements to 
conventional gasoline vehicles in all segments, ranging from 8-speed transmissions, to 
turbochargers, to electric power steering and light-weight steel.   

The new 54.5 mpg standard for 2025 will also help create tens of thousands of new jobs in the 
auto sector and even more across the economy. A recent study by the business group Ceres 
found that the 2025 standards would create 484,000 full-time jobs across the economy, with 
43,000 jobs directly in the auto industry by 2030.9  A more recent study by the Blue Green 
Alliance found a similar result, an estimated 570,000 new jobs throughout the economy by 
2030, with 50,000 in auto and parts manufacturing.10 

Job benefits will be spread to all 50 states.  Fuel savings mean more money left over for 
households and businesses to spend building jobs in local communities, while innovation across 
multiple technologies in the auto sector means more workers building clean, efficient 
components and vehicles. 

The reason for increased jobs is quite simple. UAW President Bob King described the underlying 
dynamic during public hearings on new fuel and emissions standards in Detroit:  
 

                                                           
8
 Natural Resources Defense Council, National Wildlife Federation, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural 

Implement Workers of America (UAW), Supplying Ingenuity U.S. Suppliers of Clean, Fuel-Efficient Vehicle 
Technologies, August 2011.  
9
 Ceres, More Jobs per Gallon: How Strong Fuel Economy/GHG Standards will Fuel American Jobs, July 2011. 

10
 Blue Green Alliance, Gearing Up: Smart Standards Create Good Jobs Building Cleaner Cars, June 26, 2012. 
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“[T]he technology needed to improve efficiency and reduce pollution represents 
additional content on each vehicle. That additional content must be engineered and 
produced by additional employees.” 

-Testimony before the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in 

Detroit, January 17, 2012 

Auto Industry Job Recovery Since 2009 
(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics) 

Since auto employment bottomed out in June 2009, the industry has added 236,600 jobs. As of 
July 2012, employment in auto manufacturing (motor vehicle assembly plus motor vehicle parts 
manufacturing) has increased by 165,100 jobs, a 26.4 percent gain since June 2009. 
Employment at auto dealerships has also grown by 71,500 jobs.  In addition, there are many 
more indirect jobs the industry also supports that are creating opportunities for workers, 
companies and communities.  

 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Below we break out the impacts on the three largest auto states, Michigan, Ohio and Indiana.  
These three states represent the largest concentration of auto manufacturing jobs in the 
nation, currently accounting for 36.8 percent of auto jobs nationally.  As of June 2009, 
collectively, the three states saw an increase of 66,300 jobs, for a gain of 30.2 percent since the 
low point in June 2009.11  

Michigan has seen the largest increase, adding 35,200 jobs for gain of 33.7 percent.  Indiana’s 
auto manufacturing grew by 19,800 jobs for a gain of 39.8 percent.  Finally, Ohio’s auto sector 
also is seeing robust growth with 11,300 jobs added for a gain of 17.4 percent since the 
economic low point of June 2009. 

 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 

                                                           
11

 As of the publication date of this report, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has not published date at the state level 
for July 2009 so we rely upon the most recent data. See DrivingGrowth.org for the most recent data and analysis. 
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With the auto recovery driving employment gains, unemployment rates in Michigan, Ohio and 
Indiana have all decreased much more rapidly than the national average.  

The national average unemployment rate has dropped by 1.3 percentage points since June 
2009 to 8.2 percent. In Michigan, however, the unemployment rate dropped more than four 
times faster, by 5.5 percentage points to 8.6 percent.  Similarly in Ohio, the unemployment rate 
also dropped much faster than the national rate, by 3.4 percentage points to 7.2 percent -- 
below the national average of 8.2 percent.  Finally, in Indiana, the unemployment rate dropped 
rapidly by 2.8 percentage points to 8.0 percent. 

 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Michigan:  Key Auto Sector Economic Indicators 

Snapshot of Michigan Auto Industry 
 As of June 2012, there are 139,600 jobs in Michigan auto assembly and part manufacturing. 

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics) 

 Michigan’s auto industry ranks #1 in auto manufacturing jobs nationally, compromising 18.0 

percent of the total U.S. auto manufacturing sector (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics) 

 Michigan’s supplier industry also ranks #1 in existing facilities (97) and jobs (38,000) making 

components that specifically contribute to increased fuel efficiency and lower emissions. 

(Source: Supplying Ingenuity, UAW, NRDC and NWF, August 2011). 

Recovery Since Economic Low Point 
 Since the economic low point, or trough, (June 2009), Michigan has added 35,200 auto 

manufacturing jobs for gain of 33.7 percent, outpacing the increase in jobs added nationally. 

Auto manufacturing jobs accounted for half of the 71,050 total jobs added in the state since the 

economic low point.  

 Since June 2009, the overall state unemployment rate has dropped by 5.5 percentage points 

to 8.6 percent, more than four times faster than the change in national unemployment rates. 

 According to the Bloomberg Economic Evaluation of the States (BEES) index, Michigan has 

ranked second on the index’s metrics twice in the past six months.12 

 The Brookings Institution’s Metro Monitor index ranks the economic recoveries of the 

metropolitan areas of Grand Rapids-Wyoming at #3 and Detroit-Warren-Livonia at #4 on their 

list of the 100 largest metro areas.   

  

                                                           
12 The quarterly BEES data index relies on data from six components that are weighted equally in developing an 

overall score for each state: job creation, personal income, tax revenue, housing prices, mortgage delinquencies 
and the performance of Bloomberg stock indexes that track the share prices of locally based companies.  As the 
BEES data only captures a state’s growth, rather than absolute performance, it is useful for showing how quickly a 
state is recovering economically relative to other states, rather than ranking a state’s overall economic health. 
 

http://www.businessweek.com/news/2011-11-02/michigan-surpassing-48-states-shows-autos-drive-u-s-recovery.html#p1
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-06-29/most-states-economies-stalling-in-bees-index-amid-u-s-slowdown.html
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Michigan: Annual Benefits of 54.5 mpg Standard in 2030 

Michigan 

Fuel Savings 

(billion 

gallons) 

Michigan 

Fuel Savings 

($ billions) 

Michigan Net Savings = 

Fuel Savings minus 

Incremental Cost of Fuel-

saving Technologies  

($ billions) 

Carbon Pollution 

Reduction in 

Michigan (millions 

metric tons of CO2-

equivalent) 

0.57 2.415 1.145 6.73 

Source: NRDC analysis  
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Michigan: Selected Auto Industry Facility Profiles 

Location Facility  Fuel Efficiency 
Technology 

Hiring or Investments 

Auburn Hills Borg Warner, 
Headquarters and 
Powertrain Technical 
Center 

Turbochargers, hybrid 
transmissions, other 
transmissions 

5 locations and 900 
employees in MI. (11.11). 

Dearborn Ford, Advanced 
Engineering Center 

Develop range of fuel-saving 
technologies, including 
hybrid engines, electrified 
vehicles, and Ford’s 
EcoBoost engine range 

Doubled engineers over 
past 5 years to 1,000. 
(3.12) 

Detroit Chrysler, Jefferson 
North Assembly Plant 

New Jeep Grand Cherokee 
with 3.6L Pentastar V6 and 
3.0 L turbodiesel V6 

Hiring 1,100 workers to 
expand production (1.12) 

Detroit Chrysler, Detroit 
Mack Avenue 

Pentastar V6, 3.6L 
25% more fuel efficient than 
engine it replaces 

Create 250 jobs building 
Pentastar V6 (7.12) 

Holland LG Chem/Compact 
Power manufacturing 
plant 

Plug-in hybrid batteries, BEV 
batteries 

300 employees within 5 
years, 168 in first year, 
$304M (06.10). 

Orion Township GM, Orion Assembly Building 40 mpg Chevy Sonic $545M investment 
allowing GM to retain 
1,800 workers. (11.11) 

Sterling Heights 
and Ypsilanti 

Ford, Van Dyke 
Transmission Plant, 
Rawsonville Plant 

Hybrid transmissions, 
batteries 

$130M, 265 workers 
(05.10, 08.12) 

Saginaw GM, Saginaw Metal 
Casting Operation 

Retooling for Future 
Aluminum Blocks and 
Cylinder Heads 

275 jobs created or 
retained (10.11). 

Saginaw and 
Troy 

Nexteer, Engineering 
and Customer 
Service 

Electric Power Steering for 
Full Size Trucks 

1,000 jobs retained and 
650 new jobs added in 
past 18 months in 
Saginaw. 50 new 
engineers for customer 
service center in Troy, 
additional engineers hired 
for core operations in 
Saginaw (02.12) 

Wayne Ford, Michigan 
Assembly Plant 

Former Expedition and 
Navigator factory retooled 
to make fuel-efficient Focus 

With sales of full-size SUVs 
declining, invested $500M 
to convert factory 
retained 3,600 jobs 
building fuel efficient cars.  
(end of 2010) 
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Auburn Hills: Michigan-based BorgWarner a Leader in Fuel Efficient Products 

Michigan-based Borg Warner is a leader in supplying fuel efficiency-boosting products to OEMs, 

including turbochargers and parts for high-efficiency transmissions, among others.  In November 

2011, Borg Warner announced over $2.5 billion in net new business expected through 2014, a nine 

percent gain over the previous three-year cycle, and heavily focused on fuel efficient product 

applications.  BorgWarner has five facilities and over 900 employees in Michigan.  

Source:  BorgWarner, Nov. 8, 2011 

Dearborn: Ford Boosts Engineering Staff for Fuel-Saving Technologies R&D 

Ford Motor Company announced in March 2012 that it is investing in revamping a major section of 

its Advanced Engineering Center in Dearborn in order to house a fuel-efficiency engineering team 

that has doubled to 1,000 employees in the past five years.  Working on a range of fuel-saving 

technologies, including hybrid engines, electrified vehicles, and Ford’s EcoBoost engine range, the 

added engineering staff are essential in helping Ford meet consumer demands for more fuel 

efficient vehicles and give the company a competitive advantage in the high-stakes world of fuel 

efficient vehicles.   

Source:  USA Today, March 29, 2012 

Detroit: Chrysler Hiring 1,100 Workers to Expand the More Fuel Efficient Jeep 

Grand Cherokee Line 

In January 2012 Chrysler Group announced that it was hiring 1,100 workers and adding a third shift 

to its Jefferson North Assembly Plant in Detroit in order to expand the Jeep Grand Cherokee lineup 

with a new turbodiesel engine, in addition to the Pentastar V6 engine already offered.  Originally 

developed by Chrysler Group partner Fiat SpA, the 3.0 liter turbodiesel V6 will boost the fuel 

efficiency of one of Jeep’s most popular products, potentially reaching a combined city/highway 

mileage of 28 mpg.   

  Source: Autoblog.com, Jan. 6, 2012, MotorTrend, Jan. 6, 2012 

Detroit: Chrysler to Create 250 Jobs Building Fuel-Efficient Pentastar Engine 

Chrysler Group LLC announced in July 2012 that it would begin building the 3.6 liter Pentastar V6 

engine at its Detroit Mack Avenue I engine plant.  The Pentastar is the Chrysler Group’s new 

modular engine platform, and offers a 25 percent fuel efficiency improvement over the V6s it 

replaces.  Powering vehicles as diverse as the Jeep Wrangler, the Dodge Challenger, and the Dodge 

Ram 1500, the Pentastar will eventually be found under the hood of 13 separate Chrysler Group 

models by 2014 

Source:  Detroit Free Press, July 24, 2012; AutoTrends, Oct. 22, 2010 

 

  

http://www.borgwarner.com/en/default.aspx
http://www.borgwarner.com/en/News/PressReleases/BWNews/2011-11-08_BorgWarner%20Net%20New%20Business%20Release_2012%20thru%202014.pdf
http://content.usatoday.com/communities/driveon/post/2012/03/ford-doubles-engineering-staff-for-fuel-saving-engines/1#.UBLMJ2FDx8H
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/2012/05/high-gas-prices-motivate-drivers-to-change-direction/index.htm
http://www.autoblog.com/2012/01/06/chrysler-hiring-1-100-new-workers-to-build-diesel-jeep-grand-che/
http://wot.motortrend.com/chrysler-confirms-diesel-jeep-grand-cherokee-for-2013-adds-1100-jobs-in-detroit-153707.html
http://www.freep.com/article/20120724/BUSINESS01/207240320/1206/business01/Chrysler-invest-198-million-Detroit-plant-create-250-jobs
http://www.autotrends.org/2010/10/22/a-pentastar-v6-under-many-hoods/
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Holland: LG Chem to Manufacture High-Efficiency EV Batteries in Michigan 

With a $304 million investment in a 650,000 sq. ft. plant approved in June 2010, LG Chem subsidiary 

Compact Power plans to produce 15 million lithium ion battery packs per year once the plant is fully 

operational later this year.  Compact Power hired 168 workers in its first year and expects a full 

complement of 300 employees within five years, providing batteries to the Chevy Volt and the Ford 

Electric Focus, both also produced in Michigan.  

Source:  Holland Sentinel, June 3 2010 

Orion Township: GM’s Sonic is First U.S. Built Sub-Compact in 40 Years 

The Chevrolet Sonic that went on sale in the fall of 2011 marked a significant change in General 

Motors’ approach to building cars.  As the first sub-compact car to be built by GM in the U.S. in 40 

years, the Sonic represents GM’s first bid towards making full-featured smaller cars that are highly 

fuel efficient, with the highest-mileage version of the Sonic achieving 40 mpg highway.  GM spent 

$545 million retooling the Orion assembly plant and retraining workers, and was able to retain 

1,800 jobs for the local community, despite the decreased profit margin realized on a car with a 

base sales price of around $14,000.   

Source:  NY Times, July 12, 2011 

 

Saginaw: GM Invests in Lightweight Fuel Efficient Aluminum Engine Component 

Production 

GM announced in October 2011 that it would invest $215 million to tool the Saginaw Metal Casting 

Operation for next-generation engine block and head casting work, creating or retaining about 275 

jobs.  The Saginaw Operation produces aluminum blocks and cylinder heads for various GM 

products, and re-tooling the plant will allow GM to integrate its latest technologies for building 

more fuel-efficient engines.   

Source:  GM.com, October 28, 2010 

 

Saginaw and Troy: Nexteer Automotive Brings Fuel-Efficient Electric Power 

Steering to Full-Size Trucks 

Auto suppliers are riding the fuel efficiency and innovation wave as well, with firms such as Nexteer 

Automotive estimating that it will supply electric power steering, a fuel-saving technology that 

replaces hydraulic power steering , for 90% of newly-produced full-size Chrysler, Ford and GM 

trucks in North America by 2013. EPS, which boosts fuel economy by four to six percent,  is a 

rapidly growing section of the auto parts supply chain as automakers look to boost the efficiency of 

the workhorse trucks in their lineups.  Nexteer announced a $150 million investment in its base 

plant in Saginaw in November 2011.  

 

http://www.hollandsentinel.com/feature/x709127624/Holland-City-Council-Approves-zone-for-battery-plant
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/13/business/with-chevrolet-sonic-gm-and-uaw-reinvent-automaking.html
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2011/Oct/1028_saginaw.html
http://www.nexteer.com/news-releases/nexteer-automotive-expands-michigan-footprint-opens-customer-service-center-in-troy/
http://www.nexteer.com/news-releases/nexteer-automotive-expands-michigan-footprint-opens-customer-service-center-in-troy/
http://www.nexteer.com/news-releases/nexteer-automotive-annouces-150-million-investment-at-its-saginaw-operations/
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The company has retained 1,000 jobs and has added 650 new jobs in the past 18 months in 

Saginaw.  With over 4,000 employees, Nexteer Automotive is the second largest employer in 

Saginaw County. The company also opened a customer service center staffed with 50 new 

engineers in Troy, MI in April 2012, in addition to hiring to boost engineering staff in the firm’s core 

operations center in Saginaw.   

Source: Nexteer.com, October 28, 2011, Feb. 7, 2012 

 

Sterling Heights and Ypsilanti: Ford Adds 265 Jobs through Onshoring and 

Insourcing EV Parts Production 

Ford Motor Co., the domestic leader in hybrid sales, announced in May 2010 that it would invest 

over $135 million into creating a “center of excellence” for electric vehicles in the Detroit area, 

including moving battery pack assembly to the Rawsonville Plant in Ypsilanti, MI, and electric drive 

transmission production to its Van Dyke Transmission Plant in Sterling Heights, MI.  These moves by 

Ford are examples of “insourcing” production, or moving production in-house that was previously 

done by a supplier or contractor, as well as “onshoring,” or bringing production back to the United 

States from overseas.  Ford is shifting battery pack production to Ypsilanti, MI from a Mexican 

supplier, and the transmission production from a supplier in Japan, creating 265 jobs between the 

plants, including 95 jobs at the Van Dyke plant announced in August 2012.  Ford noted that bringing 

the development of these critical components in-house reduced development costs by about 20%, 

providing an economic incentive for onshore and insourced parts production.  Furthermore, the 

“center of excellence” model will help to build a base of local electric vehicle engineering and 

production expertise in the Ypsilanti and Sterling Heights areas, ensuring that workers benefit from 

the coming boom in electric vehicles with stable jobs for the long-term. 

Source:  AutoBlogGreen, May 25, 2010; Ford.com, Aug 2, 2012 

 

Wayne: Ford Retools Plant to Build 40 MPG Focus, Hybrids and EVs 

At the end of 2010, Ford completed a $550 million conversion of its Michigan Assembly Plant in 

Wayne, MI to build the new for 2012 40 mpg Focus. After beginning production of the new Focus 

Electric model at the end of 2011, as well as both new hybrid and plug-in hybrid models, the 

Michigan Assembly Plant will become the first in the world to produce conventional gas, EV, plug-in 

hybrid, and hybrid vehicles all under one roof.  Previously known for producing the full-size Ford 

Expedition and Lincoln Navigator SUVs, the Wayne plant was designed specifically for flexibility in 

being able to respond to shifting consumer demands and sentiments, so that future technologies 

can be integrated quickly.  More than 3,600 workers are employed at the refurbished plant.  

Source: KellyBlueBook.com, Dec. 17, 2010 

  

http://green.autoblog.com/2010/05/25/ford-invests-135-million-for-electric-vehicle-development-at-tw/
http://green.autoblog.com/2010/05/25/ford-invests-135-million-for-electric-vehicle-development-at-tw/
http://media.ford.com/article_display.cfm?article_id=36866
http://www.kbb.com/car-news/all-the-latest/ford-plant-will-be-first-to-build-gas-and-green-under-one-roof/
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Ohio:  Key Auto Sector Economic Indicators 

Snapshot of Ohio Auto Industry 

 As of June 2012, there are 76,400 jobs in Ohio auto assembly and parts manufacturing.  

 Ohio’s auto industry ranks #2 in jobs nationally, compromising 9.9 percent of the total U.S. 

auto manufacturing sector. 

 Ohio’s supplier industry ranks #2 in existing jobs (13,750) in clean and efficient vehicle 

component manufacturing (source: Supplying Ingenuity, UAW, NRDC and NWF, August 2011). 

Recovery Since Economic Low Point 

 Since the economic low point, or trough, in (June 2009), Ohio has added 11,300 auto 

manufacturing jobs for a gain of 17.4 percent. Auto manufacturing jobs accounted for one 

quarter of the 45,470 total jobs added since the trough. 

 Since the economic low point, the overall state unemployment rate has dropped by 3.4 

percentage points to 7.2 percent. 

 Since early 2009, Ohio has ranked fifth out of all 50 states on the Bloomberg Economic 

Evaluation of the States (BEES) index for its overall economic recovery.  

 The Brookings Institution’s Metro Monitor index of the 100 most populous metropolitan areas in 

the country showed that five Ohio metropolitan areas are listed in the top fifty for the strength 

of their economic recoveries: Youngstown-Warren-Boardman (a metro area including parts of 

Pennsylvania) at #10; Toledo at #16; Dayton at #33; Akron at #40, and Columbus at #48.   

  

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-06-17/romney-bus-campaign-steers-toward-swing-state-ohio-s-rural-vote.html
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 
 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Ohio: Annual Benefits of 54.5 mpg Standard in 2030 

Ohio Fuel 

Savings 

(billion 

gallons) 

Ohio Fuel 

Savings 

($ billions) 

Ohio Net Savings = 

Fuel Savings minus 

Incremental Cost of 

Fuel-saving 

Technologies ($ 

billions) 

Carbon Pollution 

Reduction in Ohio 

(millions metric tons of 

CO2-equivalent) 

0.635 2.685 1.245 7.475 

Source: NRDC analysis  
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Ohio: Selected Auto Industry Facility Profiles 

Location Facility  Fuel Efficiency 
Technology 

Hiring or Investments 

Akron Rochling Active grilles and floor 
panels to reduce drag and 
boost fuel efficiency 

100 new jobs 
(02.12) 

Anna and 
Russells Point 

Honda, Anna Engine 
Plant and Russells 
Point Transmission 
Plant 

New fuel efficient CVT 
transmission 

$98M in Anna Engine Plant 
(2.12) 
$120M in Russells Point. 
150 new jobs total. 

Cleveland Ford, Cleveland 
Engine Plant No. 1 

3.5 liter EcoBoost twin-
turbo V6 engine for F-150 
and other vehicles 

250 jobs retained or 
created (05.12) 

Columbus ParkerHannafin Power generation from 
braking for hybrid heavy 
trucks, can improve fuel 
economy by 35 to 50 
percent. 

50,000 square foot plant, 
100 new jobs.  (7.12) 

Marysville Honda, Marysville 
Assembly Plant 

Build best in class fuel 
efficiency MY2013 Accord, 
up to 38 mpg on highway 

4,200 workers (06.11) 

Leipsic PRO-TEC Coating 
Company, Steel 
Production Plant 

Adding continuous 
annealing line to produce 
high and ultra-high strength 
steel for autos 

500 temporary, 80 
permanent when line is in 
operation (12.11) 

Toledo Chrysler, Toledo 
Assembly Complex 

Build new generation of 
more fuel efficient Jeep 
models, many featuring the 
more efficient Pentastar 
engine and advanced 
transmissions 

Invested $500 million to 
expand production, add 
second shift and 1,100 jobs 
(8.11) 

Toledo GM, Toledo 
Powertrain Plant 

New fuel efficient 8-speed 
automatic transmission 

$204M investment, 250 
new jobs (5.11) 

Warren GM, Lordstown 
Assembly Plant 

Fuel efficient Chevy Cruze. 
Diesel version for 2013 

Three shifts, 4,500 workers, 
1,200 added, $350M 
invested in Lordstown (3Q 
2010) 
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Akron: Rochling Automotive opened a $20 million, 75,000-square-foot auto 
parts factory in February. 

German auto supplier Rochling Automotive opened a new auto parts factory in Akron in February    
Building on the area’s polymer manufacturing expertise, the plant will employ 100 workers who will 
make grille shutters, floor panels and other products that reduce drag and increase fuel efficiency. 

One of the plant’s products is an “active grille shutter” that is open only when the engine needs 
cooling, but closed at other times to reduce aerodynamic drag, will be supplied to GM’s Lordstown 
Assembly plant, which builds the high-mileage Chevy Cruze.  The active grille system, Rochling 
executives say, can improve fuel economy by as much as five percent, depending on vehicle design. 

Source:  Akron Beacon Journal, Jan. 12, 2012 
 

Anna and Russells Point: Honda to Build New Continuously-Variable 

Transmissions in Ohio 

Honda announced in February 2012 that it plans to invest $98M in the Anna Engine Plant to produce 

high-tech pulley components for the automaker’s continuously-variable transmissions (CVT).  The 

Anna Plant investment aligns with Honda’s earlier-announced plans to spend $120M to modernize 

and expand its Russells Point transmission plant to produce new CVTs for the 2013 Honda Accord; 

together the investments will create 150 new jobs.  The new CVT will improve the Accord’s fuel 

economy by 10% compared to the previous five-speed automatic transmission.  

Source:  Automotive News, Feb. 2, 2012 

 

Cleveland: Demand for EcoBoost V6 Requires Ford to Hire Third Shift 

Ford Motor Company announced in May 2012 that 250 jobs would be retained or created due to the 

addition of a third shift at Ford’s Cleveland Engine Plant No. 1.  The facility produces the 3.5 liter 

EcoBoost twin-turbo V6 engine which powers a range of vehicles, including the F-150 pickup truck, 

as well as the 3.7 liter V6 found in the Mustang and the base-model F-150.  Sales of the F-150 

EcoBoost have been impressive, with 43% of F-150 customers choosing the EcoBoost option, 

providing the power and torque of a V8 with the fuel efficiency of a modern V6.  The EcoBoost is 

equipped with twin turbos, direct fuel injection, and variable-valve timing, all in a full-size truck.   

Source:  MotorTrend, May 2, 2012; Forbes, July 3, 2012 

 

  

http://www.ohio.com/business/new-akron-area-auto-parts-plant-rochling-revs-up-1.254688?ot=akron.PhotoGalleryLayout.ot&s=1.254687
http://www.autonews.com/article/20120201/OEM01/120209993/1424
http://wot.motortrend.com/ford-adding-third-shift-to-cleveland-ecoboost-3-7l-v-6-plant-201005.html
http://www.forbes.com/sites/dalebuss/2012/06/03/ford-guns-ecoboost-engine-tech-brand-and-it-races-past-sync/
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Columbus:  Parker Hannifin Opens New Plant to Supply Hybrid Trucks 
Cleveland-based auto parts supplier Parker Hannifin opened a new plant in Columbus, Ohio in July.  
The 50,000 square foot facility, which will eventually employ 100 workers, will supply components 
for hybrid drive systems in heavy trucks.  
 
Parker Hannifin’s product –“kind of a dream” eight years ago, according to CEO Don Washkewicz –  
generates energy when a vehicle brakes, then stores it for use when the vehicle starts moving again.   
Vehicles equipped with this technology can use an estimated 35 to 50 percent less fuel, with best 
results typically achieved by delivery vehicles that make multiple starts and stops during a typical 
driving day. 
 
“Anything we can do in our country to reduce dependence on foreign oil is a good thing,” said Ohio 
Gov. John Kasich during ceremonies marking the formal opening of the plant in July. 

Source:  Columbus Dispatch, July 18, 2012 
 

Leipsic: Joint-Venture Making High-Strength Steel for Auto Industry Brings Jobs 

and Growth 

PRO-TEC Coating Company, a joint venture between United States Steel Corporation and Kobe Steel 

Ltd., announced in December 2011 that it will begin construction of a continuous annealing line for 

heat treatment of steel products at the venture’s facility in Leipsic, Ohio.  With a capital investment 

of $400 million, the project is expected to create 500 temporary construction jobs and another 80 

positions once the line is in operation.  The new continuous annealing line will produce advanced 

high-strength and ultra-high-strength steels for use in automotive structural parts, to improve 

crashworthiness while also reducing weight and boosting fuel efficiency.   

Source: Reliable Plant, Dec. 2, 2011 

 

Marysville: Ohio-Built 2013 Accord Set to Lead Class in Fuel Efficiency 

Following the addition of a second shift at the Marysville Assembly Plant in 2011 Honda gave its over 

4,200 workers more good news with the announcement that the all-new 2013 Accord model built at 

the plant would offer class-leading fuel efficiency of up to 38 mpg.  Multiplying the Ohio-centric 

investments, the Accord will be outfitted with the high-tech CVT manufactured nearby in the Anna 

Engine Plant and the Russells Point plant, insourcing a major component that most rival automakers 

source from suppliers.  Honda will also bring the production of the new Accord’s instrument panel 

in-house to Marysville, offering more job opportunities to its skilled workforce.  This November 

marks the 30th anniversary of the opening of the Marysville plant, Honda’s first U.S. manufacturing 

facility. 

Source: Columbus Dispatch, June 2, 2011, WardsAuto, July 19, 2012  
 

  

http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/business/2012/07/18/parker-hannifin-opens-columbus-plant.html
http://www.reliableplant.com/Read/27703/US-Steel-joint-venture-Ohio
http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/business/2011/06/02/honda-to-beef-up-staff-at-marysville-factory.html
http://wardsauto.com/plants-amp-production/honda-na-boosting-civic-builds-indiana-given-more-responsibility-japan
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Toledo: Chrysler Group Invests $500M to Expand Toledo North Assembly Plant 

In November 2011, Chrysler announced it would invest a total of $500M at the Toledo North 

Assembly Plant, to build the replacement for the Jeep Liberty.  The new Liberty will likely be 

powered by a smaller version of the Chrysler Pentastar engine, combined with a nine-speed 

automatic transmission to boost fuel economy and consumer appeal.  The plant will add 1,100 

hourly and salaried workers by the end of 2013, hiring a second shift to produce the new SUV.  

Intended to be exported around the world under the Jeep brand, the Liberty replacement will 

feature enhanced fuel efficiency and advanced technologies to compete in a tough global market. 

Source:  Toledo Blade, Nov. 16, 2011 

 

Toledo: General Motors to Build Fuel-Efficient Transmission at Toledo 

Powertrain Plant 

In May 2011, General Motors announced that it would invest $204M in starting up production of a 

new eight-speed automatic transmission for use in future GM products, representing 250 new jobs 

in Toledo.  The Toledo Powertrain Plant has been repeatedly cited by independent authorities as the 

most productive transmission plant in North America, and it is that productivity that influenced GM 

to build its first passenger vehicle transmission of greater than six speeds at the Toledo Plant.  GM’s 

investment will pay off for the company because increasing the number of gears in automotive 

transmissions is a key element in driving up fleet fuel efficiency to meet the stronger standards that 

are being implemented starting in 2012, and the growing consumer demand for fuel efficiency. 

Source: Toledo Blade, May 11, 2011  

Warren: Chevy’s Top-Selling Cruze Model Keeps Lordstown Plant Humming  

In the face of increased competition from its rivals, General Motors has kept a three-shift operation 

going at its Lordstown Assembly Plant since production of the high mileage Chevrolet Cruze started 

in the third quarter of 2010.  The Lordstown manufacturing complex employs 4,500 workers and is 

the sole production source of the Cruze, which can achieve up to 42 mpg in the EcoCruze model. GM 

announced in 2011 that it would begin producing a diesel version of the Cruze at Lordstown starting 

in 2013, offering consumers a greater range of fuel-efficient engine options.  

Source:  GM.com, Feb. 23, 2010; GM.com, Lordstown Complex, Feb. 14, 2012; WardsAuto, June 1, 

2012; Columbus Dispatch, Oct. 23, 2011 

 

  

http://www.toledoblade.com/Automotive/2011/11/16/Chrysler-expected-to-add-1100-jobs-to-Toledo-assembly-complex.html
http://www.autonews.com/article/20120314/OEM04/120319939/1424/chrysler-to-build-smaller-version-of-pentastar-engine-2-sources-say
http://www.toledoblade.com/Automotive/2011/05/11/Powertrain-workers-praised-by-GM-s-CEO.html
http://wardsauto.com/sales-amp-marketing/chevy-cruze-feels-heat-competition-gm-s-may-sales-rise-24
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/company_info/facilities/assembly/lordstown.html
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2010/Feb/0223_GM_reuss_lordstown.html
http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/business/2011/10/23/ohio-gm-plant-to-build-diesel-chevrolet-cruze.html
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Indiana: Key Auto Sector Economic Indicators 

Snapshot of Auto Industry 

 As of June 2012, there are 69,600 jobs in Indiana auto assembly and part manufacturing. 

 Indiana’s auto industry ranks #3 in jobs, compromising 9.0 percent of the total U.S. auto 

manufacturing sector. 

 Indiana’s supplier industry ranks #3 in existing jobs (11,800) in clean and efficient vehicle 

component manufacturing (source: Supplying Ingenuity, UAW, NRDC and NWF, August 2011). 

Recovery Since Economic Low Point 

 Since the economic low point, (June 2009), Indiana has added 19,800 auto manufacturing jobs 

for a gain of 39.8 percent, outpacing the 24 percent national increase automotive jobs.  Auto 

manufacturing jobs accounted for one-third of the 57,920 total jobs added in Indiana since the 

trough. 

 Since June 2009, the overall state unemployment rate has dropped by 2.8 percentage points 

to 8.0 percent. 

 Indiana ranked sixth among all states in its economic recovery in the fourth quarter of 2011 
compared with the previous year, according to the Bloomberg Economic Evaluation of States. 

 The Brookings Institution’s Metro Monitor index showed that two Indiana metropolitan areas 

are listed in the top fifty for their economic recoveries: Louisville-Jefferson County (includes 

parts of KY) at #31; and Indianapolis-Carmel at #47. 

  

http://www.dailyherald.com/article/20120504/news/705049736/print/
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Source:  Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 
Source:  Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Indiana:  Annual Benefits of 54.5 mpg Standard in 2030 

Indiana Fuel 

Savings (billion 

gallons) 

Indiana Fuel 

Savings 

($ billions) 

Indiana Net Savings = Fuel 

Savings minus Incremental 

Cost of Fuel-saving 

Technologies ($ billions) 

Carbon Pollution 

Reduction in Indiana 

(millions metric tons of 

CO2-equivalent) 

0.365 1.55 0.74 4.325 

Source: NRDC analysis  

Indiana: Selected Auto Industry Facility Profiles 

Location Facility  Fuel Efficiency 
Technology 

Hiring or Investments 

Anderson Greenville 
Technology, Inc., 
Manufacturing Plant 

Supplier to Honda of 
injection molded 
components 

325 workers (07.12) 

Bedford GM, Bedford 
Powertrain 

 

Lightweight aluminum die 
casting facility to produce 
components for fuel-
efficient 6- and 8-speed 
transmissions and small 
engines. 

$192 million in investments 
since 2009, helping to retain 
417 jobs 
(6.11 and 2.12) 
 
 

Burns Harbor 
ArcelorMittal 

Burns Harbor Mill Produces lightweight, high-
strength steel  

$150 million invested since 
2008, supporting 3,700 jobs 

Ft. Wayne GM, Ft. Wayne 
Assembly Plant 

Next-generation Chevy 
Silverado and GMC Sierra 

150 workers hired or 
retained, next-gen trucks to 
be radically more efficient 
(10.11) 

Greensburg Honda, Greensburg 
plant 

Fuel efficient Civic and Civic 
Hybrid 

300 new workers, $40M 
investment to boost Civic 
production 25% and become 
sole producer globally of 
Civic Hybrid  
(7.12) 

Kokomo Chrysler Kokomo 
Transmission Plant 

8- and 9-speed 
transmissions that increase 
fuel efficiency by up to 16 
percent. 

Total investment of $1.1 
billion, helping to retain 
2,250 jobs. 
(11/10 and 7.12) 

Princeton Toyota, Princeton 
Plant 

Highlander and Highlander 
Hybrid 

Invest $400M to expand 
production, create 400 jobs 
(7.12) 
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Anderson: Honda Supplier to Create 325 Jobs in Anderson 

Greenville Technology Inc., of Greenville, Ohio, announced in July 2012 that it would build a new 

manufacturing facility in Anderson, Indiana, to be completed by 2016.  One of the largest plastic 

component suppliers to Honda in North America, Greenville Technology chose the Anderson 

location due to its proximity to the Honda Greensburg plant, which will be undergoing a production 

expansion in the next year, in addition to the skilled local workforce and infrastructure of the area.  

Injection-molding and assembly will start at the Anderson plant in 2013. 

Source:  Indianapolis Star, July 24, 2012 

 

Bedford: GM aluminum die casting factory for fuel-efficient 6- and 8-speed 

transmissions 

Since 2009, GM has invested $192 million in its Bedford aluminum die casting facility, helping to 

retain 417 jobs. The facility manufactures transmission casings and converter housings for new fuel 

efficient six-speed transmissions. GM announced in June of 2011 a $49 million investment to 

produce components for a recently announced 8-speed transmission and future small engine 

program. 

Source: Reuters, June 8, 2011 and GM News, revised 2/14/12 

 

Burns Harbor: Indiana Workers and Communities Benefit from Fuel-Efficient 

Steel Investments 

Since 2008, global steel conglomerate ArcelorMittal has invested $150 million in capital investments 

into its Burns Harbor, IN mill, located 50 miles from Chicago, IL on Lake Michigan.  The facility 

produces nearly 5 million tons of steel per year, the majority of which is used in automotive 

applications.  ArcelorMittal launched the S-in Motion program to aggressively produce advanced 

high-strength steel and work with automakers to build vehicles that are up to 14% lighter, leading to 

lower emissions and greater fuel efficiency.  The plant now employs 3,700 workers.  

Source: WSJ, January 24, 2012, WSJ, May 21, 2012, ArcelorMittal, Steel on the Move. 

Ft. Wayne: GM Retooling to Build Fuel-Efficient Full-Size Pickups 

General Motors announced in October 2011 that it is investing $275 million and creating or retaining 

150 jobs to prepare the Fort Wayne Assembly Plant for the next generation Chevrolet Silverado and 

GMC Sierra pickup trucks.  GM is planning on boosting the fuel efficiency of its crucial full-size pickup 

line in response to consumer demands and a pickup sector that has become newly competitive over 

the issue of fuel efficiency.   

Source: GM.com, Oct. 26, 2011 

http://www.thestarpress.com/article/20120724/NEWS06/120724007
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/06/08/gm-plant-idUSN0824190220110608
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/company_info/facilities/powertrain/bedford.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204624204577176853937984874.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304444604577340053191940814.html
http://www.arcelormittal.com/corp/news-and-media/our-stories/s100-automotive-intro
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2011/Oct/1026_ftwayne.html
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2011/Oct/1026_ftwayne.html
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Greensburg: Honda Bringing Civic Hybrid Production and Jobs to Indiana 

Honda announced in July 2012 that it would onshore additional production of the high-mileage 

Honda Civic, hiring 300 new employees and investing $40M to boost  the output capacity of its 

Greensburg, Indiana  plant by 25 percent by the end of 2012.  The Greensburg plant, the company 

said, will become the sole factory in the world for Civic Hybrid production in early 2013, meaning 

that made-in-the-USA Honda hybrids will now be exported to markets around the globe.  Previously, 

all Honda hybrids were built in Japan. The 2012 announcement builds on a 2011 decision by Honda 

to add a second shift at the Greensburg plant, which resulted in 1,000 new jobs in Indiana.  

Source:  Automotive News, July 18, 2012 

Kokomo: Chrysler building advanced eight- and nine-speed transmissions 

Chrysler will start production of the eight-speed transmissions at its plants in Kokomo, Indiana later 

this year, and nine-speed transmissions in the first half of 2013. Chrysler said in June 2010 that it 

would invest $300 million in the Kokomo plants to accommodate production of the transmissions 

licensed from ZF Friedrichshafen AG.  Nine-speeds could boost the fuel economy of models such as 

Dodge Grand Caravan minivans by as much as 16 percent. The eight-speeds have already provided a 

15 percent boost in highway fuel economy in Chrysler 300 and Dodge Charger sedans starting with 

the 2011 model year. The transmissions will spread to new models, including the Dodge Dart 

compact car and Ram 1500 pickups, and may be offered in future versions of the Dodge Challenger 

muscle car and Jeep Grand Cherokee and Wrangler sport-utility vehicles. Chrysler had previously 

announced in late 2010 an investment of nearly $843 million into the Kokomo transmission 

manufacturing facilities to produce these new transmissions. When combined with previously 

announced investments totaling $343 million in its Kokomo facilities, this investment would make 

the Kokomo the recipient of a total of $1.1 billion investment, helping to retain 2,250 jobs. 

Sources: Bloomberg News, July 26, 2012 and Chrysler Group LLC, November 23, 2010 
 

Princeton: Toyota Onshoring Highlander and Hybrid Production to Indiana 

Toyota announced in February 2012 that it will invest $400M to expand production of its Highlander 

midsize light-SUV by 50,000 vehicles a year in its Princeton, IN plant, consolidating virtually all global 

production in the U.S., including the fuel-efficient Hybrid model.  The move will create 400 jobs in 

the plant by the end of 2013 once the expansion of the facilities is complete, and could create up to 

1,400 spin-off jobs in the local economy, according to Toyota’s estimates.  With a combined 28 mpg 

figure, the Highlander Hybrid is the most fuel-efficient 7-passenger SUV available, and has no 

electric-drive competition in the 7-passenger segments.  A significant portion of the Highlanders and 

Highlander Hybrids produced in Princeton will be exported to global markets including Australia and 

Russia.  Currently, those exported vehicles are produced in Japan; by onshoring production in 

Indiana, Toyota will add to U.S. export capacity and help even out the U.S. trade deficit. 

Source:  Bloomberg News, Feb. 8, 2012 
  

https://home.autonews.com/clickshare/authenticateUserSubscription.do?CSProduct=autonews-premium&CSAuthReq=1:4073464651597608:AID|IDAID=20120718/OEM01/120719841|ID=:5DC227C7F0578FA94E05B6C54BF3414A&AID=20120718/OEM01/120719841&title=Honda%20to%20build%20Civic%20Hybrid%20in%20Indiana%2C%20will%20boost%20plant%20capacity%20by%2025%25&ID=&CSTargetURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autonews.com%2Fapps%2Fpbcs.dll%2Flogin%3FAssignSessionID%3D4073464651597608%26AID%3D20120718%2FOEM01%2F120719841
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-27/marchionne-squeezing-mileage-for-chrysler-with-nine-speeds-cars.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/chrysler-group-llc-confirms-possible-843-million-investment-in-kokomo-ind-facilities-to-produce-future-generation-front-wheel-drive-transmission-and-retain-2250-us-jobs-110133549.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-02-08/toyota-highlander-output-shifts-to-u-s-from-japan-to-fight-yen.html
http://www.hybridcars.com/suvs-minivans/toyota-highlander-hybrid-overview.html
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DrivingGrowth.org is a project of the Natural Resources Defense Council, the National Wildlife 

Federation and the Michigan League of Conservation Voters Education Fund.  

 

DrivingGrowth.org documents the ongoing transformation of the U.S. auto industry to cleaner, more 

fuel-efficient vehicles through original reporting, interviews, infographics, short videos, and a collection 

of the most relevant news articles, research papers and government reports. 

 

“How Fuel Efficiency is Driving Job Growth in the U.S. Auto Industry” was written by Roland Hwang, 
Director of Transportation Programs at NRDC, and Max Moir Messern, Messern Consulting. 
 

The Natural Resources Defense Council combines the grassroots power of 1.3 million members and 

online activists with the courtroom clout and expertise of more than 350 lawyers, scientists and other 

professionals. 

The National Wildlife Federation works with more than 4 million members, partners and supporters in 

communities across the country to inspire Americans to protect wildlife for our children's future. 

The Michigan League of Conservation Voters Education Fund works to strengthen the environmental 

and conservation community as we grow a base of conservation-minded voters around the state. 

 

http://www.nwf.org/About/Our-Mission.aspx

